
JL: As I told you, I think Jerry willies= is hung up on Frank. If his changed attitude is 
from Mark Lane's poison there is nothing I can do about it. However, he has a vast and good 
audience over WBZ, Boston. 

Ht. 8, Fredeeick, -a. 21701 
301/473-8136  

Dear Jerry,WA(04A 

Having been told today that one of cry oldest if not the oldest friend in your 
business eed bin producer nelther received letter I wrote them prior to ,.;he appearance 
of my new book, I can believe that in the volume of your mail you and your producer way 
both have missed eine. 

And the Waehington p'ost's stroy and any syndicated version, as well as those of 
both AP and UPI. 

I can also believe that you have decided aeainst me and'or this. 

Whichever way it is, I think you should be aware of the content of this work. 
What you then err do or not do is, properly, your decision. I would think you would want 
your audience to know of it and how they can got it so that, for the first time ever, 
they can see the actual documents, an actual transcript of what goes on in secrecy 
expected to be perpetual, what in allegedly "TOP 	RLT" because the "national sect city" 
requires it, plus the content about the 'MK aesassization. 

it really shag and careful reader will perceive more than this, much more. 
Especially how the manipulation started and who was manipulated by whom and how. It 
is there. In this sense, to, what I have is unprecedented. So are many other things 
about it. I am avoiding trying to or appearing to condition, but if you read the trans-
cript, on this aspect the key word is "argue." Other things are more obvious. 

The book has been out a little over three weeks. In that time, I believe for the 
first time over, there has been no single amide remark, no attempt at refutation, no 
slanders, no allegation of error or exaegeration. 

'hiss time I was not able to go farther into debt. At 61 and after the kind of 
life I've led it would also be irresponsible. In order to bring this book out, even after 
wealthy people saw the transcript and said it had to be made available, my meociate in 
it and ray lawyer in the suit borrowed to pay the printer. '''espite the fact that we are 
both without means or regular income, all the other expenses have been ours and. without 
any kind of subsidy. Those coats are not iecoueldereble and the time reeuired to Usk 
get this Hats: enormoue ens extended. over a long period of years. shun reap and prey: 
people learned this, almost without exoeptien they paid. for the book. 4hie, too, in 
close to unprecedented. We appreciate it. In turn, we are applying 100e of the geese to 
the debt "im incurred. We are doine this on so thin a :shoestring and- with so little pos-
sibility of comerfeel diotribution that I've not sent out sad will not send out an 
unsolicited review copy. 

What is also new in my experience, every radio station on 'Mich I've broadcaet 
be phone, whether news beeper or talk show, has said how to get the bock and the price 
so that the audience could just send a check and I could just send the book, without 
having to write letters back. There really are very few people who really are dpineeee 
real work in this field, despite all the noise, so each letter I do not have to write 
permits me to work in that time. I hope you will agree that obtaining; and making available 
documents of this kid and. their history is worthwhile* work, that this kind of evidence 
Mould be ma&I available to the people. 

Jim Leaar :tad I have become a team in other ways. Ile has dope most of the legal 
work in thee Rar case and I the levestieating. The reporting of the resent hearing could 
hardly reflect what we did there or before it. tt is entirely other than the major attention 
of the past wee, or all the money. ggiellegje wereeeny of the cement:antic writesa  
would jseeear.ieepite what he may have told you, in addition to this eerold eraek would not 
even honor the order of the court to turn records over. If you doabt this, call my bluff 
and you'll get the court prder and the drank responses. 



For the first time ever there was "discovery" in a habeas corpus ceee. We have 
already exercised it with result you would not easily believe in a novel. The abuses 
make the violations of iilsberg's rights seem tame and decent, by comparison, that is. 
And this whore I doubt we were 100 auccoanful, whore there was open contempt of the court's 
orders that because we are all volunteer and without funding we have been able to do 
little about. nowever, the estate has appealed, we prevailed on appeal, and the supreme 
court is considering; whether to grant cert. to the State. it is A precedent to now. if 
the eupreue Wert does not grant court. or if it does and we prevail, then the meaning of 
this new right to the petitioner is hard to imagine, it can be that important in crooked 
cases, especially in political cases. 

If you doubt any of this, let me know and I'll refer you to dependable sources. 
The clerks of the 6th circuit court of appeals or of the supreme teurt will toll you 
the legal, situation. 

In the course of addressing effectivenese of counsel we put in a case of prima 
facie framing by officialo ana Foreman, solid exculpatory evidence, a ease that the FBI 
aeent perjured himself, and  etineewkatta and virtually no cross examination. 
hone of the big-name writers apeeerod to defend his eork or produce his so-called evidence. 
The FBI did not supely anyone to defend its agent's sworn word ana that agent himself was 
and remains silent after charges that he swore falsely. The record is extraordinarily 
valuminous so ' do not know how ,such any one reporter cauellt but I think that of this 
is of any interest to you, either No Wesetx (that is, itertin) Waldron of the Timee or 
Nick Chriseef the L.A. Tinos, both of whom live in Uouaton, will give you enough con-
firmation. ■k) will stories from the prejudiced taaainst up) i4euphie pewee I can send you. 

I take this time when quite obviously it will sell nothing for no because it seems 
that you believe other than this and because when there was a chance to move it into 
open court and out of the control of flacks, all the others Wet-ea, not we or I. eesides 
this, I think you would want to knee. 

The judge nay decide soon. I think we will win. I am confident we should and this 
is the consensus of the wajowemedia rex)rtere who were there aa6 to whole I spoke or who 
have since written me. If this happens and if ae I think the decision in interlocutory, 
then there will be a trial aue taeu there will be enothee chance for people to steno. and 
be counted. Those who have more than mouths, that is. 

Boneuse of thie past that I thiek bothere you, :should you be inteeestee I'll lend 
you Ely coy of the 6th circuit court of tip :X0134  decision in the ;:.aleee corpus. The 
'upreae Court - Nixon's Supreme 	- upheld it by refusing ceet. You' 11 find that in 
legal language it said what I said, that the whole this .1,..Avi of coteereielism and 
cries out for a "full scab judioinl Inquiry." And the reord ie elear4  none or teese 
so accuser' apeeered to de:rend himuelf except the racist former mayor of Birmineham, the 
pain who turned those police dogs loose and the fire hoses on. He did not fare well. In 
its closing argument evee the elaee aamittee ho had a eont2ict of inioreet, one pi' the 
iesue to be decided. "lul even he eaid `'ay wee sot th4 killer. ur 

I do hope you find the time to read if not all of this bee: then the transcript 
and perhaps some of the documents in the suit for it. 

beet wiehes, 

narold• ueiebera 


